
Restoring our fish and farms

Once we leave the EU we can take back control of our fishery.

There have been many EU policies damaging to jobs and incomes for the UK

But none more consistently unhelpful than the Common Fishing Policy

We have been changed from a country with a rich fishery and a strong net
exporter of fish

Into a country with a badly damaged fishery lamely importing our own fish
from foreign interests that have taken it

A UK designed policy can do better at conserving our stocks whilst at the
same time delivering more fish through UK boats to meet our needs as
consumers
The long period of forcing discards of many dead fish at sea has pillaged our
fishery in a bad cause.

If a UK fishing policy requires fishermen to land everything they catch we
will catch less and eat more, a win win for the industry, the country and the
fish.

That too will boost our economy.

Out of the EU we can restore our farms

We have moved from 95% self sufficiency in temperate products to under 70%

Our local supermarkets now are full of Danish bacon, Dutch salad stuffs,
flowers and vegetables, Spanish fruit and French dairy products

UK consumers have to pay higher prices than world prices for things we cannot
grow for ourselves.

Common EU policies on beef and milk and much else have proved damaging to UK
farmers.

A UK based policy can help farmers cut the food miles and gain a larger share
of our domestic market

A growth in the UK policy will also boost our economy.

Our membership of the EU confronted us in its early days with the abolition
of tariff walls which had protected some of our industry

Whilst leaving up barriers against services where we had a competitive edge

Predictably we slumped into large and permanent deficit in our trade with the
rest of the EU.

http://www.government-world.com/restoring-our-fish-and-farms/


In the first two decades of our membership the UK lost large amounts of our
industrial capacity

German industry proved to be more competitive and we turned to huge imports
as we saw unemployment in our manufacturing heartlands mount

Out of the EU we can manage our trade more effectively.


